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,even-even nuclei has been' bbs'erved following heavy-ion nuclear reactions. The , l "
The wcrk !cf Mcrinaga and Gugelot ), using NaI(Tl) gamma-ray detectcrs ' .~ .
tccbserve the excited defcrmed even-even nuclei prcduced, in (a,4n) reactions ':
":,'-' , " shcwedthat the grcund state rctaticri.a~ band in such nUclei, cculd be identified ', , up to' abo~t the'10+ level. ' At 'abcut the same time, Hans'ert"Elbek, Ikge~, . ":, ,,' 2 ' :, . . , . , " .
and Hcrnyak ) alsO' prcduced excite~ defermed eyen-~ven nuclei iri the rare' e'arths using, (p,2n) reactiens. This grcup,studied the de-excitatien cascades with a '. ' . , cenversicn e:l::-ectrcn' Bpec:t~.ometer., and demenstrated, clearly its· desireability, "
. ' due, largely to' the better re.~elutien cbtained. 'However, with the 15 M~V pretons, The La-wrence-Radiation Laboratory HilB:c -was the source of the beams. of ~1~~-'r4, an'~' F19 projectile~' used in the prese~t study. Currents' of ---.0.1 J.18.!llP on a target area of 2-3 InlIi by 10 mm -were, normally employed., The beam energy was measured using a solid state: counter calibrated against the fqll energy
beam (10.4 MeV per nucleon), and is expected to be ,accurate to about ~.
, . ' An electron spectrometer of, the single -wedge-gap type develop~d by ,Kofoed-Hansen, Lindhard, and Niels~n3)-was used to observe conversio~' electrons from the de-'excitation cascade, of the excited nuc'lei produced in the irradiati()n.
This spectrometer an~ its semi-automat1~ operation has been described previously).
The only change in its operation is that a 180 0 flip coil ha~ been added to , t ,measure directly 'the fi~ld in the spectrometer ,at anyl tim~ during the run '~d ,"~~';':t ~ so permit a-more:d~rect determi~ation of ~he.momentwn of a conversion line. The ~pectrometer -wasopera:ted such that the full-Width of the'conversion electron peaks at half-maximum -was usually bet-ween 0.5 and 'l.\1fo, and the energies could be determined to 'an accuracy of·±0.3~.
Self .. supporting metallic foils of Tb 159 , Ho 165 " ~d Tm,16 9 , 1-3 mg/~m2
thick and inclined usualiy at 15 0 to the beam~ were used as targets, and the beam wa~ stopped in a shielded Faraday cup about a meter beyond the target.
• The spectra of the prompt cascades -were taken during the 3 msec beam burst~, , . ' but the targets were also observed in the intervals between pulses (15 pulses/sec)
, ,'.-,.,. in order to look for 'metastable states and to observe the radioactive decay to In some cases gamma-ray spectra 'Were also,~aken, ~sing both NaI(Tl)
" ':,;.,:: ", and Ge (solid~state) detectors. Tne background 'Was higher relative to the
"peaks in these spectra ,than in the electron spectra; and, eyen 'Worse, this'
. .'.' ~ "backgro~d continuum p:r;-oved to be largely i~ co:i.ncidence 'With the peaks. These measurements, therefore, 'Were no~ extensively,pursued and will not be further
, .
• '.-, > ~.
" .. 
3.' Results
Examples ',:ofthe 'conversion electron spectra obtairied :near the peak of ~ , In ,a", particular spectrwil.;' the a,ssignment by element of the 10'Wer energy .:" transitions could be .made from' the K-L conve~sion l~e s})acing., ,Mass" ass~erreB;, :,,:,'.-:~,,: .
,'\lere made on the. basis of the change in bombarding energy necessary to go from ~::(:: ",,':~/",' .
• l : 
2) their intensities were high, and decreased (assuming E2 transitions) in a very regular way with increasing .energy (spin); and 3) the lower epe~gy· transitions could be shown to be E2 from their K/L intensity ratio. 'DireGt . 5
spin measurements are largely absent, but in a subsequent work ) three cases were studied where the first four of these prompt transitions also occurred in low intensity following the ?eam pulse; that is, held up by an isomeric ~t~te:'
In these three cases, the spins 2+, 4+, 6+, and 8+ were established'by ang~lar distribution measurements.
Those transittonsthat fit the above requirements and are of outstanding intensity in the sp.ectrum are given an. "A" cJAssificatiorl in • it often 'becomes difficult to decide which of the lines are the members of the' ..
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.. strongest 'of 'th~ . unassigned transitions ar'e given a flc" classification (5cJi,"
"exP~cted to be correct). This·last ciassification does not m.ean any doubt that f .
the conversion'lirie exists, on~y that there is some doubt whether it is a memb~r I , of the groUnd, state r()tational band. . ,
At th~ most favor~blebombarding energy for'the particular nuclide, being'
. ,
'studied, there ,is little interference' from. the neighboring odd-mass nuclides.
Partly this is because the lleakstof the' e:x;citat1;o!l functions for the'odd-mass n\lclides are ,15 MeV away. Partly it is because: thes~ nuclei'have ;'somany dif;';'· ferent pathways to the ground state from the excited levels reached'~the . evaporation ::o.f the final neutron. That is, the ground state rotational band '. in, the odd-mass nucle.i is not the unique channel to ground, it is in the e'ven-, ,even nuclei which have a 1-1.5 MeV gap in particle states:
, "
'.'
Discussion
In tht s section ,we will first mention briefly seyeralpoints related , to the nuclear reaction mechanism, and t~en~go on to a 'discussion of 'the rota-
tiona1 spacings observed •. As has been.stated, one of the most surp!ising con-'. clusions of a survey of the spectra is, that the ground state rotational cascade
from abOut spin 14-18 down provides almost all the intense transitions observed,< . .
.. Inlthe ·f'irst ~e showed brief'ly the .syste~tic behavier'c~ the data,·and inter-'
. preted. it in terms cf'· centrif'ugal stretching ef' the nuclei. . 'Remarkably goo~"-"":
'. In the second publicatien we showed"that the DC ...,:.>~:;:-; repeat these arguments, but -will present some of the data analyses 'on -which they are based •.
. We -will·consider here only the present data on rotational spacings ~.
Other'information, particularly' concerning the beta-vibrational band and the various transition probabilities,' is essential to confirm the cause· of these'
, .. 9. In these plots we )lork only with the trans~tion energies', and remove ,t~e general 1(1+1) energy dependence of the levels by defining the transition rotational constant, ~ as follows: ting to the 2+ and 4+ and to the 2+, 4+, and 6+ levell ,reSpectively; and it can be seen that even with the addition of both terms :making a two parameter expression for the ratios) the fit is quite poor.,' SUh'apower s~ries 'expansion would require almost as many terms as there are poin';,\ to be fitted if it is to be used for extrapolation; for interpolation" it ,\3 true, better fits could be obtained with fewer parameters. Figures 5 and 9 : how, the effect of adding the non-axiality parameter, "I, to the simplified DC ;reatmen~ for"Hf' 1 7 2 and Yb 164 . . to aff'ect the entire fit for a.particular band -with a transition ~hich ~~gbt be misassigned. In addition, -we did not want to obscure the real1y'excell~nt fits usually possible 'up to spin 14 or so by including the adm~ttedly more . poorly fit data above these spins. The five nuc+ei whose first excited state energies lie below. 115 keY have an overall rms "/0 deviation of' 0.21"/0. This is,'-" hardly outside oUr limits of. error; however, the systematic.nature of' the devia~ tions makes it ·seem . likely, that this does represent a real difference from the .. ' theory. Of'the f'our ~ucleiwhose,iirst excited, state is, over '115 keY, \f17 2 is,'';·· f'it ~lmost as,well as the previous f'ive, and the considerably poorer fits for the other thr.ee, Hr 66 ,168 8.nd Yb 164 , are due almost entirelY'in each case to the f'irst excited state energy. Both t~is systematic deviation, and the other one occuring at the highest spins are in the direction to '::be', explained by better po~ential energy curves, as previously mentioned .....
In summary, it appears to us that the rotational spacings observed are ,:' " , .
. .I
' ., ,"
. "
. ~""
'," .
... '." The accuracy of these transitions is expected to be + 0.3%. An additional significant figure has been keRt .
-, in most of the cases, but this can only be usef1ll in comparing transitions of comparable energy in the same nucleus.
... +'" !.
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Figure Captions .
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